Informit e-Library User Licence Agreement

RMIT Training Pty Ltd (ACN 006 067 349) of Level 3, 449 Swanston Street, Melbourne, Victoria 3000, trading as RMIT Publishing (the Publisher), in association with full content provider/s, and employing various software has developed and published Full Content on INFORMIT e-LIBRARY. The Publisher grants access to the specified full content on INFORMIT e-LIBRARY to the Licensee as named in the Agreement for a period of twelve (12) months upon payment of the appropriate subscription fee.

You are licenced by the Publisher to use the specified Full Content on INFORMIT e-LIBRARY on the following terms:

1. The Publisher grants you a non-exclusive non-transferable licence for twelve (12) months to access the specified Full Content on INFORMIT e-LIBRARY via the Internet in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.

2. The Publisher will not provide you with an Internet access account, acquisition of such an account must be arranged by you with a registered Internet Service Provider (ISP) or through your organisation if you are an organisational user.

3. If you have paid the appropriate subscription fee the following users (and those users only) are authorised to use the specified Full Content on INFORMIT e-LIBRARY:

   (a) if your organisation is an educational institution or public library:
      (i) walk-in users who your organisation permits to have occasional access to the specified Full Content on INFORMIT e-LIBRARY via a secure network and only at a workstation location within your organisation’s premises; and
      (ii) users who been issued by your organisation with a password or other authentication, and who are permitted to access the specified Full Content on INFORMIT e-LIBRARY only via a secure network by means of that password and who are:
           (A) current employees and officers or your organisation;
           (B) registered members of your organisation;
           (C) current enrolled students,
           (D) alumni, or
           (E) third party trainers or teachers;

   (b) if your organisation is not an educational institution or a public library, current employees and other officers of your organisation who have been issued by your organisation with a password or other authentication, and who are permitted by your organisation to access the specified Full Content on INFORMIT e-LIBRARY via a secure network only by means of that password.

All users (including users within your organisation, alumni users, third party trainers and walk-in users) must be made aware by you of your obligations under this Agreement and you and your organisation will take all reasonable steps (including those requested by the Publisher) to ensure that all users comply with the terms of this Agreement, but you or your organisation will not otherwise be responsible for misuse.

4. If your organisation is a university, you may use articles, chapters or papers in Informit e-Library as components of coursepacks under the following conditions:

   (a) Where links to articles on the Informit e-Library service are included in online course information and use of such articles is recorded by the Informit e-Library authentication system; or

   (b) Where copies of articles are downloaded by the licensee and communicated to students via online courseware systems; or

   (c) Where copies are printed out and reproduced by the licensee for students in printed form; or

   (d) Where electronic copies are made and distributed via CD-ROM; and
Provided the licensee is currently operating under the PART VB Statutory Licence provisions in the Australian Copyright Act.

5. The licensee may supply articles via a document delivery service provided that the price charged for documents does not exceed the cost of providing this service.

6. The Publisher will advise you of a login code and password which will enable you to access the specified Full Content on INFORMIT e-LIBRARY via the Internet. All reasonable effort must be made to keep your login and password secure and they must not be disclosed to any person, or to any person not a member of your organisation if you are an organisational user. If you permit access to the Service through IP addressing, you must ensure that the provided IP range will only permit access to authorised users.

7. The Publisher warrants that in conjunction with the Full Content Provider/s and Software company that it has the copyright in the supplied Full Content and that the Full Content providers has authorised the Publisher to grant this licence. Copyright in the text remains the property of the Full Content provider. The copyright in the information retrieval software remains the property of the software company. Copyright in the converted text and conversion programs remains vested in RMIT Publishing.

8. Users may view the text and images contained in the Full Content on INFORMIT e-LIBRARY and may print or download selected text and images for the purposes of research, private study, criticism or review under the 'fair dealing' provisions of the Copyright Act 1968. Material from the Full Content on INFORMIT e-LIBRARY may not be used as a component of or basis for a book, directory, bibliography, database or any other compilation and users may not do anything which will constitute a breach of copyright without the prior consent of the Publisher and then upon such terms as the Publisher may specify.

9. Every reasonable effort is made to ensure the highest standards but the Publisher does not warrant that the Full Content on INFORMIT e-LIBRARY will meet your requirements, that its operation will be uninterrupted or error free or that the source data or methodology is accurate.

10. The Publisher shall use its best efforts to maintain the site according to this Agreement. However, the user releases the Publisher from any liability it may have to the user for any direct or consequential loss the user may suffer as a result of the loss of access to the site or in any way related to the Publisher’s maintenance of the site.

11. To the maximum extent that the law allows neither the Publisher nor any officer, employee or agent of the Publisher, shall be liable to the licensee for any claim for breach of warranty or representation, express or implied, arising out of negligence and in no even shall the Publisher be liable for any damages, including consequential loss or damages arising directly or indirectly out of the use of the Full Content on INFORMIT e-LIBRARY.

12. This licence is granted for a period of one year commencing [insert date] and will renew automatically on an annual basis unless either party advises the other of non-renewal or the agreement is terminated under clause 11. The Publisher reserves the right in its absolute discretion to decline any request for renewal, or to grant renewal on different terms.

13. The Publisher may terminate this Agreement immediately by notifying you in writing if you are in breach of any term of this Agreement, and if that breach is not remedied within thirty (30) days of notification to you by the Publisher.

14. The Publisher may vary the terms of this Agreement by giving notice of such variation to you at your last address known to the Publisher. If you do not accept the terms of such variation, you may by notice in writing to the Publisher surrender this licence whereupon all your rights to use the Full Content on INFORMIT e-LIBRARY shall cease. If such notification is not received by the Publisher within thirty (30) days from the sending of the notice of variation to you by the Publisher then the terms of such variation shall apply.
15. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Victoria and within the jurisdiction of the Victorian courts. Should any part of this Agreement be or become invalid that part at the option of the Publisher shall be severed from this Agreement without affecting the validity of the remaining provisions. No delay or indulgence by the Publisher in enforcing this contract shall prejudice its rights.

16. Signing the attached User Licence Agreement indicates acceptance of the terms and conditions of the Agreement and willingness to be bound by this Agreement.

Signed on behalf of ______________________________________________________________________
(Full name of Licensee and ABN if appropriate)
of ______________________________________________________________________
(Address)

Signature    Capacity – duly authorised officer of Licensee

Date    Email